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Disclaimer: This book contains enough sexual tension to melt snow, the hottest near-kiss in the

history of near-kisses, and a sexy snowboarder determined to win the heart of the girl he loves.Zoey

Miller lives for her holidays in Aspen. Her time up on the mountain with the Madison brothers,

Parker and Luke, is everything. But for the first time, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not enough. This time,

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s determined to win one of the brothersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ hearts. But the brother she has in

mind is a renowned player, with hordes of snow-bunnies following him around Snowmass resort.

And the otherÃ¢â‚¬Â¦well, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s her best friend and knows she deserves better. Namely

him. And heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s going to win her heart.
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Beautifully written!!! The transformation of emotion throughout the book moved me! Absolutely loved

every character... especially Parker!!! Can he be real please!

It's the perfect blend of hot and sweet. If you want a book that makes you smile, feel good and



content after reading it, then this is a perfect fit. Well written, good plot. All in all an awesome read.

Highly recommend it.

This book was just what I was looking for - pure, sweet, fluffy YA contemp. Can't wait for more from

this author!

Zoey Miller lives two lives. Back home she's super put together, super popular, class president,

all-round Miss Perfect. But every winter vacation she comes back to Aspen and it's here Zoey lets

out the person she really is - the laid back, sporty girl who just wants to hang with her two best

friends, Parker and Luke - brothers, who have known Zoey since they were infants. However, this

year something changed. Zoey comes to Aspen with a plan - make Luke notice her in a more than

friend sort of way. The only problem with that is Parker has the exact same plan for Zoey.Yup, this

book has a love triangle: 2 brothers and a girl.Overall, I found this book adorable. Zoey, for the most

part, is likeable. She's fun, sweet, cares about her friends and is trying to figure out where her future

lies outside of high school and this bubble that she's created. The Zoey I didn't like so much was the

fake one that surrounded Luke. For someone who spends most of the book complaining about

having to be someone she's not back home and how those people only like one side of her, she

certainly becomes the perfect little snow bunny just following Luke around. It really didn't make

sense as to why she would fall so hard for the superficial shallow brother knowing what we know

about her.The brothers were like night and day. Luke, as I said before, was full of himself, rude, and

just not a nice guy. Can you tell I didn't like Luke? The only reason her pursues Zoey is because he

wants to beat Parker at everything. (How Zoey doesn't see through his charade is beyond me.)

Then there's Parker. Sweet, adorable, Parker. He's been in love with Zoey for years and when he

decides to make his move, suddenly she's chasing his brother. I felt really bad for him but at the

same time, I wanted him to man up and tell her what was going on.These books are just like candy.

Short and sweet following the formula we all know. Despite this being set in the winter, it's a perfect

read for day at the beach. And I dare you not to fall for Parker. Another plus, even though it's a

series, you don't necessarily have to read them in order to understand the plot. Each book is it's

own. Also, side note, I want to learn how to snowboard now.

This is book #2 in the Finding Perfect series, but you don't have to read book #1, this may be read

as a stand-alone book.Zoey Miller loves spending her holidays in Aspen with the Madison Brothers',

Parker and Luke. Her time up on the mountain with Parker and Luke are the moments she lives for.



In Aspen she can be the real Zoey and not the "Class President Barbie" that everyone back in

Texas seems to think she is.Parker and Zoey have been best friends for years, but Parker, who's in

love with Zoey, is hoping to be more than just friends. Unfortunately, Zoey's got her mind set on

winning the heart of Luke Madison, Parker's older Brother, who also happens to be a renowned

player.Anybody else feel like taking a trip to Aspen, Colorado after reading this? I think I might need

to try my hand at snowboarding again! I've never been to Aspen, but I am totally ready for a visit this

winter after reading this book. I was totally into all the shredding and the fact that the Madison

brothers' were such amazing snowboarders. I don't snowboard, which means I didn't know any of

the boarding terminology, but Highley did an excellent job painting the picture for me. Although, after

spending the past few days sweltering in my non-air-conditioned apartment in NYC I was totally

ready to fall in love with this snow story, but I think I mostly just fell in love with Parker. I liked the

book it was a nice quick read, but I guess after reading book one I was expecting Zoey to be a little

less of a burst into tears kind of gal. Nevertheless, other than all the crying I still really liked Zoey's

character I found her to be very down-to-earth and relatable for a girl that has a vacation home in

Aspen. Furthermore, I adored Parker, but who wouldn't? Total babe. Luke, the player, on the other

hand, not so much, but he seemed to have some nice redeeming qualities. In fact, I would be

intrigued to read about the kind of girl that could win his heart.Honestly, after reading Finding

Perfect I was quite charmed by Ben and Paige's story and I was looking forward to reading about

Paige's best friend, Zoey. However, I just didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t enjoy reading about Zoey the

same way I did reading about Paige. In fact, after reading the blurb for book two I thought this one

would be a winner for me, but it just didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t appeal to me the same way the first

book did. However, Highley does a phenomenal job at creating some swoon worthy male

characters and I look forward to seeing what she is up to next! On that note, I would give Defying

Gravity a 3.5 star rating if I could. For fans of Kasie West and Susane Colasanti this is great YA

book to add to your TBR pile!
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